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Introduction 
The word “advent” means arrival, so the season of advent is the season in which we prepare ourselves to 

celebrate the arrival of Christ.  This year, I want us to see Advent with fresh eyes.  That is always a challenge for 

preachers- how to bring freshness to stories we all “know.”  But God’s revelation to us is profound and 

wonderful. If we make the effort to look at it with fresh eyes we will often see new and wonderful things that were 

always there but we never noticed before. 

 To that end, this year we are getting ready to celebrate the birth of Christ by celebrating the tremendous 

diversity present in our very own church!  The birth of Christ is triumphal good news not just for shepherds 

watching over their flocks by night, but for the entire world.  I found a great quotation about this as I was 

researching my sermon this week: “God surmounts racial and moral barriers to his saving work and makes 

the church interracial and merciful by calling to the Son precisely those persons whom many of the people 

of God consider unworthy.” [Frederick Dale Bruner, Matthew 1-12, p. 44]  This quotation was about the fact 

that some of Jesus’ first visitors were magi from the east.  These were men that the Jews would have thought 

completely unworthy.  So from the very beginning, Jesus’ ministry was international and multicultural. 

 How did the magi find Jesus?  By following a star.  God’s revelation in nature, through a star, raised 

questions for these men and began a quest.  So, still, God’s revelation in nature raises questions in many 

people, convicting them and awakening them and leading them to begin a quest in search of answers. 

 The magi came to Jerusalem and asked questions which were answered when the chief priests investigated 

the scriptures.  God’s revelation in nature leads us to God’s Word.  The Word gives us answers and directs 

us to the goal- God’s revelation in Jesus Christ who satisfies the quest. [Bruner, p. 44]  In this way, the magi 

serve as a model for how God draws many people to himself, first using general revelation in nature, which 

leads to special revelation in scripture which finally points to God’s ultimate self-revelation, Jesus his Son. 
 That sequence, of general revelation to special revelation to God’s self-revelation in Jesus is the pattern 

that many people follow to Christ.  Certainly in those societies that are not predominantly Christian this is the 

flow or movement.  This is the model we are going to see at work today.  

Context 
 Before we get into our passage today, let’s consider its context.  What has happened in Matthew up to this 

point?  Matthew begins his Gospel with a genealogy that most of us skip over pretty quickly. We’re not 

interested in who began whom, so we usually don’t look too closely at these verses. But the startling thing is that 

Matthew includes 4 women in this genealogy and 3 of them are Gentiles!  The other one is Bathsheba, who 

committed adultery with King David!  Matthew’s Gospel is the gospel to Jews. His is the most Jewish of the four 

Gospels and reflects an intended Jewish audience.  So it is shocking that Matthew opens his account with 

something that the Jews would be interested in- a genealogy- but in it includes 4 scandalous entries!  So 

from the very beginning, Matthew is being provocative. 

 Matthew then goes on to tell the even more provocative story of Joseph who chose to go through with his 

marriage to Mary even though she was with child.  It turns out that Joseph was told in a dream that the child was 

conceived by the Holy Spirit!  So this is even further shocking news for Matthew’s audience.  Joseph goes 

through with his marriage and Mary gives birth to a son, whom they name Jesus as Joseph was instructed to. 

 With this shocking and scandalous beginning in mind, let’s turn to Matthew’s second chapter and read 

together Matthew 2:1-12…. 

*** read text 

Observations 
 What can we see in this passage?  Let’s make some observations together and then figure out what they 

mean.  If you know your Christmas story, one thing that may stick out is that Matthew doesn’t tell us how they 
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got to Bethlehem.  It is Luke who tells us about the census, the journey and the filled up inn.  Matthew just 

begins with the baby having been born in Bethlehem. 

 This brings us to our first category of observations- geography.  Matthew mentions a lot of places in 

these first verses.  He speaks of Bethlehem in Judea, the men who came from the east, the city of Jerusalem and 

then, at the end, “their country” when the magi return.  Matthew goes to great lengths to situate these events 

geographically as well as historically- in the days of King Herod.  Matthew is not recounting a myth designed to 

make a point, he is describing historical events that his readers would be able to investigate for themselves. 

 The second category of observations is the characters.  Matthew mentions Jesus, King Herod and 

certain “Magi.”  Who were the Magi?  Sometimes we refer to them as “wise men,” other times as “kings.”  

Kings is actually a terrible translation and is, frankly, wrong.  There is no indication they were kings. Likely this 

was an attempt by later generations to sanitize the magi.  Why is that?  Because the magi were essentially 

magicians!  And I don’t mean magicians like at children’s birthday parties today!  The very word magi is the 

root of our word for magic.   

 These magi were likely either Babylonians or Medes.  If you remember your OT, in the book of Daniel 

we read about the Babylonians conquering Judah and then, in turn, being conquered by the Medes and the 

Persians.  Daniel rose to power in both regimes because of his God-given abilities to interpret dreams.  Daniel 

became the head of the wise men or magi in both empires.  Here in Matthew, descendants of those wise men have 

travelled from their own country in the east, following a star. 

 This gives us another clue about the magi.  The magi were both astronomers and astrologers.  

Astronomy- astro + nomos- is the study of laws of the stars.  Astrology- astro + logos-  is the study of the 

message of the stars.  Nomos means law, logos means word.  The magi studied both, along with other sources 

of wisdom and knowledge.  Their astronomical observations were actually very good!  But we can be sure that 

they also studied other, pagan sources of power and knowledge. 

 The word magi is used a couple other times in the NT. In the book of Acts we meet Simon Magus in 

chapter 8 (Acts 8:9-24).  Simon Magus was a magician or wizard who came to know Christ but then tried to buy 

the power of the Holy Spirit from the apostles.  A few chapters later, in Acts 13 (Acts 13:6-11) we meet Elymas 

or Bar-Jesus, who is also a magician or sorcerer.  He was a false-prophet who spoke out against Paul and 

Barnabas and Paul cursed him in the name of the LORD and he was struck blind! 

 The point of this is that both Israel and the rest of the NT view magi as bad everywhere else! [Bruner, p. 

45]  That is why, over the years, people have tried to soften the image of the magi in Matthew 2.  Magi have a 

well-deserved bad reputation.  They are pagan.  They are into witchcraft.  They are not “godly people.”  

Which is why it is so utterly surprising that we see them in Matthew 2 looking for Jesus and worshipping him!  

Astrologers were “the least deserving guests at the birthday party of the Christ.” [Bruner, p. 45] 

 That is the first group of characters. Who is the next character?  The next character we are going to look at 

is King Herod, the King of the Jews.  But Herod himself was not actually a Jew! [Leon Morris, Matthew, p. 35]  

Herod came to power through political intrigue with Rome.  Herod’s grandfather had helped Julius Caesar and 

Herod became friends with Caesar Augustus.  It was Caesar who named Herod King of Judea.   

 Herod earned the name “Herod the Great” because of his tremendous building projects, including the 

Temple in Jerusalem. He was also the only King in Jerusalem who was able to keep the peace.  But other than 

that, he was not a great man. He was a tyrant!  He had 10 wives and a herd of children, many of whom schemed 

and fought in order to gain power themselves.  Herod was paranoid that they were plotting against him, trying to 

knock him off so they could take his power. He was probably right some of the time! Anyway, he had a number of 

his family members, including a number of sons, executed for treason.  He even murdered the high priest who 

was his brother-in-law!  Herod felt threatened by any challenge to his status as king. 

 This is why Herod had such a strong reaction to the magi’s question, “Where is the one born king of the 

Jews?”  Herod felt threatened by the challenge to his kingship in general. He also felt challenged because he 

wasn’t actually a Jew.  Part of the Christmas story comes after what we read today.  Most churches don’t talk 

about what Herod did after he realized that magi weren’t coming back.  Herod had every male child in and 

around Bethlehem under the age of 2 killed!  Bethlehem was not a large town, so there may not have been “that 

many” children of that age, but still- his response was widespread murder of children when he felt threatened! 
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 The last character we are going to look at is the most important- the child Jesus.  Notice in verse 4, after 

the magi had inquired about the “king of the Jews,” Herod made the immediate connection that they were looking 

for the Christ!  He asks the chief priests and teachers of the law where the Christ was to be born!  Matthew 

reports that even Herod realized Jesus was the long awaited Saviour.  The difference, though, between the 

magi and Herod is that the magi were seeking Jesus to worship him and Herod was seeking Jesus to murder him! 

The Magi had worship in their hearts and Herod had murder on his mind. 
 To close our observations, take note of what happened once the Magi found Jesus.  They worshipped 

him!  They didn’t worship Jesus and Mary. They just worshipped Jesus.  Notice, also, there were no miracles.  

The child Jesus didn’t do anything spectacular. He was just a child.  Their worship of him was not for any power 

he displayed, but purely for his identity.  He was the one the very stars declared born king! [Bruner, p. 49] 

 Take note as well that they worshipped him.  Remember, worship is reserved only for God himself!  

That was one of Satan’s temptations of Jesus years later- bow down and worship me and all the authority of this 

world will be yours.  But Jesus replied, “Worship the LORD your God and serve him only.” [Matthew 4:10]  

Matthew is giving us an indirect but unambiguous message: Jesus is divine! [Bruner, p. 49] 

 Interestingly, up until this point Matthew has referred to Herod as “King Herod,” but after the Magi 

worship Jesus, Matthew reduces Herod’s status and only refers to him by his name, “Herod,” no longer “King 

Herod.”  The worship of Jesus by the Magi serves as Jesus’ coronation as king in Matthew’s Gospel. [Bruner, p. 

50] 

Interpretation 
 What are we to make of all this?  There’s a lot going on in this passage when you take the time to stop and 

study it. What are we to do with it all? What does it mean? How do we interpret it? 

 First, we need to see the shock value of Matthew’s account.  We need to compare and contrast the 

responses of the pagan Gentiles against the Jewish King, priests and teachers of the law when it comes to their 

response to Jesus, the Messiah.  The pagan Magi’s response to Jesus was to seek for him, ask after him, to be 

overjoyed when they found him and to worship him.  The Jewish response, the “home team’s” response, 

exemplified by Herod was to be disturbed, to be filled with envy and violence when confronted with Jesus.  Even 

as a baby, Jesus challenges those in power and the religiously secure.   

 It is shocking that the Gentiles seek, find and worship Jesus, but the Jews seek Jesus for the purpose of 

killing him.  This introduces a theme found throughout Matthew, that the first shall be last and the last shall be 

first! [Bruner, p. 42]  Here’s the irony, the despised pagans believe the Word of God about where the Christ was 

to be born. They take it seriously and go investigate themselves.  The Jewish leaders, including the priests and 

teachers of the law, not just Herod, seemingly ignore the evidence!  The most devout Jews in Jerusalem do 

nothing when they hear that the Christ has potentially arrived. 

 This was Matthew’s experience, too, as we was writing his Gospel.  The devout Jews had yet again 

rejected Jesus, eventually having him executed on the cross. The Gentiles, however, were flocking to the 

resurrected Jesus, accepting him as Saviour and Lord. [Bruner, p. 48] 

 This leads us to our first conclusion from the text.  Even outsiders are invited to the party.  The Magi 

in Matthew are good. They respond to Jesus appropriately.  But they represent the “bad” Gentiles, those outside 

of Israel, those outside of God’s chosen people.  They are distained by devout Israel.  They are outsiders in race 

and belief. They are literally Gentile astrologers, descendants of pagan empires that conquered Israel.  Yet even 

they are invited to God’s party founded on Jesus’ redemption! 

 That was the same point Matthew was making by including the 4 women in Jesus’ genealogy in chapter 1. 

As we mentioned earlier, “God surmounts racial and moral barriers to his saving work and makes the church 

interracial and merciful by calling to the Son precisely those persons whom many of the people of God consider 

unworthy.” [Bruner, p. 44] 

 The second lesson or conclusion we can come to from our text has to do with the nature of revelation. [pic] 

That is, how God reveals himself to people to draw them to himself.  The pagan astrologers were first drawn to 

Jesus by a star.  That is natural or general revelation; what God reveals of himself to us through creation. This is 

the wide end of the funnel.  But that was not enough.  The star led them to Jerusalem where they had to ask more 

questions.  The answers they needed, where the king of the Jews was to be born, were only found in Scripture, 
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God’s word.  That is special revelation. Special revelation, scripture, is the middle of the funnel. But the special 

revelation of scripture was not the goal either.  The word of God, scripture, is designed to point us beyond itself 

to Jesus himself.  He is the point of the funnel. 

 Another point to consider is that God adapts his revelation to the recipient.  At the wide end of the 

funnel, God meets us “where we are.” For the magi, who studied the stars, God’s general revelation took the form 

of a star.  A few chapter later, Jesus meets a number of fishermen.  In that case, God adapts his revelation to 

them by using fish. (Matthew 4:19) It is through a miraculous catch of fish that they are lead to Jesus. [Bruner, p. 

45]  Today, in many Muslim countries that are closed to the gospel, God is using dreams to draw Muslims to 

himself.  Many Muslims have dreams of Jesus in which they are told of a Christian who can tell them more about 

him.  God adapts his revelation to the recipient, but always with the goal of helping them move down the funnel 

to get to Jesus in the end. 

 Last, but not least, Matthew’s Gospel begins with the world coming to find Jesus and ends with 

Jesus’ command to go to the world with his good news. Notice how Matthew begins his Gospel.  Matthew’s 

Gospel begins with the world coming to Jesus.  How does he close his Gospel? Matthew 28 is the Great 

Commission, “As you go into the world, preach the gospel, baptising people in the name of the Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit, teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you.” (Matt 28:19-20a)   

 What, then, are we to do with this?  How are we to apply this? What can we take home from the account 

of the Magi coming to Jesus and the lessons we’ve learned from it?  It’s time to make some applications.  

Now Apply It 
 Hopefully one use of this sermon for you is to open your eyes to the shocking, cross-cultural nature of the 

visit of the Magi.  We hear this story so frequently in North America that we can quickly take it for granted.  So 

I hope that today you have seen this passage with fresh eyes.  I hope it gives you new food for thought as you 

prepare yourself to celebrate the birth of Jesus. 

 Second, consider the hope that Jesus brought to the Magi.  In those days, even in other nations, there 

was an anticipation that a great king would rise up from Judea.  Imagine the Magi’s surprise when they saw a 

new star in the heavens!  Imagine their excited discussions about what it might mean.  They must have studied it 

for some time and then done some investigation before setting out for Israel. Imagine the hope they must have had 

if they wanted to set out on such a journey to find and worship the one born king of the Jews! 

 But where did that hope come from?  Why did they care about the king of the Jews?  Their hope was the 

result of seeds planted centuries before by Daniel and his friends.  Their sources that they used to figure out this 

must mean the birth of the king of the Jews would have been scrolls written or preserved by Daniel.  The Magi 

were hoping for a new king to arrive in the world.  Jesus fulfils all expectations, not just Jewish expectations. 

The whole world is waiting for its rightful king.  Here he is!  

 Jesus has been good news for all nations since day 1.  Jesus’ ministry has been multi-cultural since day 1.  

Through the seeds planted by Israel in the surrounding nations, through seeds planted by Daniel in exile, the Magi 

came to find Jesus.  Similarly, through seeds planted in Assyria by Jonah, when he preached to them reluctantly 

and they repented, centuries later the Assyrian people were one of the first people to convert to Christianity when 

they heard the gospel! Jesus fulfilled their hopes too.  In Acts 8 we read of an Ethiopian eunuch who came to 

Jerusalem because he was interested in God.  Philip was able to explain passages of Isaiah to him. Who planted 

the seeds that bore fruit in his life?  Jesus fulfilled his hopes as well.  Jesus’ arrival means good news for all 

nations. 

 Jesus’ arrival is not about family, or gifts, and certainly not shopping.  His arrival is about the arrival of a 

new era of relating to God.  His arrival means good news about being reconciled to our maker. His arrival is 

about the possibility of being forgiven, not just for what you’ve done, but for what you’ve thought or even 

imagined! 

 Jesus’ birth brings hope which, when fulfilled in him, leads to transformation.  Let me close with a 

report from Chuck Colson, the founder of Prison Fellowship ministry, appropriately about an experience he had in 

Brazil. 

 Humaita is a prison in Brazil that Colson visited one time.  This prison, though, has an astonishing record: 

it has a mere 4% rate of re-offenders.  That is compared to a 75% rate of reoffenders in other prisons in Brazil and 
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similar rates in the US.  That is, in most prisons in Brazil or the US, 75% of prisoners released after their prison 

term wind up back in jail.  But for Humaita prison, that rate is a mere 4%.  How can that be? 

 Colson writes, “I saw the answer when my inmate guide escorted me to the notorious punishment cell 

once used for torture.  Today, he told me, that block houses only a single inmate.  As we reached the end of the 

long concrete corridor and he put the key into the lock, he paused and asked, ‘Are you sure you want to go in?’ 

 “’Of course,’ I replied impatiently, ‘I’ve been in isolation cells all over the world.’  Slowly he swung 

open the massive door, and I saw the prisoner in that punishment cell: a crucifix, beautifully carved by the 

Humaita inmates- the Prisoner Jesus, hanging on the cross. 

 “’He’s doing time for all the rest of us,’ my guide said softly. 

 “In that cross carved by loving hands in a holy subversion. It heralds change more radical than mankin’d 

most fevered dreams. Its followers expand the boundaries of a Kingdom that can never fail.  A shining Kingdom 

that reaches into the darkest corners of every community, into the darkest corners of every mind.  A Kingdom of 

deathless hope, of restless virtue, of endless peace.” [Chuck Colson, Max Lucado and Charles Swindoll, The 

Glory of Christmas, p. 27] 

 The prophet Isaiah wrote, “Nations will come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your dawn.” 

(Isaiah 60:3)  In Matthew 2 the nations came to Jesus in the form of the Magi.  Now, it is our job to take that 

same light to the nations and to declare to kings the brightness of the dawn of Jesus on this world.  That is what 

Advent is to prepare us for, not just a personal experience of Christmas, but to declare to our world the truth of the 

arrival of the Son of God, the King of Kings and the Lord of Lords in whom our hopes are fulfilled and our hearts 

transformed.  Amen. 


